
High up in the snow covered mountains, hidden within the multiple valleys, a lone temple sat
tucked away in the peaks.

Out in a lightly snow covered court yard stood a large built snow leopard in training garb
(Bruce's ninja look in Arkham) surrounded by three armed rhinos each wearing patched
together armor and holding a weapon.

The trio of rhinos had made the climb to the temple and demanded to be taught the fighting
style the temple held but the master said he would only do that if they could defeat one of his
students.

Hence why all four were now out in the morning sun.

At first nothing was said as the only sound was the light wind blowing snow around, each
horned member gripped their weapon tightly before one wielding a hammer made the first
move.

Letting out a battle cry the pachyderm swung his weapon at the snep, only for the graceful feline
to jump over the strike and land on the weapon head before breaking the handle with a kick.
Followed by slamming a palm thrust into the rhino's chest and following up with a three hit
combo to his chest and ending it with an uppercut which instantly knocking the rhino out..

Before the snow leopard could return to his ready stance, he quickly rolled forward to dodge the
slam from a meteor hammer the other rhino held followed by dodging a slice from a large axe
that would have taken his head from the last pachyderm.

Glaring down at the last two opponents, the feline calmly composed himself before giving the
"bring it on" gesture to them.

The rhino with the chain weapon attacked first as he began to swing his spiked ball to gain
momentum before bringing it down on the temple student.

Quickly dodging to the side, the snep stomped his foot on the chain and used his other hand to
grab the rest.

Flicking his wrist the feline used the chain to wrap around the rhino's hand and began to swing
him around in the air.

As his opponent screamed in shock at having his own weapon turned on him, the snow leopard
remembered his last opponent who was already making a charge at him with his weapon pulled
back to strike.



Before either rhino could realize what was happening the wrapped up one collided with the axe
user and sent the two flying into their third member was just waking up only to be knocked out
again by the other two who also ended up out cold from colliding with one another.

Seeing as all three were down, the snep turned towards the courtyard entrance to see a elder
snow leopard in an attire that showed he was a master of sorts, stood and watched the whole
fight.

Looking towards the younger snep, the elder nodded as to give him permission for what
happened next.

Nodding back, the snep made a quick prayer gesture and bow before holding both of his hands
out to his side and began to slowly inhale.

At first everything seemed calm before his breath seemed to increase as what looked like blue
wisp of energy began to appear along with the suction increasing.

Slowly the rhino trio began to inch forward from the growing vortex, it wasn't till they became
airborne and began to swirl in the wind funnel did they finally wake up.

Shouting in both shock and confusion, the trio didn't know what was going on until they saw they
were being drawn towards the snep's mouth.

Before any of them could protest, the wind increased and one by one they were pulled towards
the snow leopard.

The first one shouted in shock as he went flying into the leopard's mouth thinking that all he was
going to do was collide with the feline but that changed as instead he easily slipped past the
steps jaws and down his throat as if he was nothing but jello.

The other two seeing this began to panic more as they tried to get loose from the wind storm but
were helpless as the second went down the leopard's gullet.

Finally there was just the last one who struggled with all his might to try and somehow break
free from the vortex but that was for not as he felt the wind change and sent him flying towards
the snep.

Just like the other two, the final rhino went flying into the snow leopard's jaws but unlike before
the wind had stopped and the rhino seemed to plug up the feline's mouth for a few seconds
before the leopard tilted his head back and slurped up the large opponent before ending it with a
pop of the tail slipping past his lips.



Gulping down the last fighter, the leopard let out a sigh before his body began to quiver for a
second, suddenly his belly burst from his uniform as the three rhinos finally came to rest in his
gut.

Straining from the sudden weight the leopard did his best to keep from falling forward before
instead falling to his rear and letting out a sigh of content.

Walking over to his student, the elder snow leopard began to inspect the younger leopard's belly
as it bulged and jiggled with the trio inside. While at the same time looking over at his student
who panted both from the fight and the meals crammed into his gut.

Nodding in approval for how he fought and for how he dealt with the rude intruders, the elder
gave a respectful bow to the student who returned it with a fist in palm gesture and head bow.

Turning the elder left the snep digest his meal in peace while the other snep leaned back and
began to rub over his large belly.

Feeling both the squirms and outlines from the rhino trio, the leopard licked his lips before
opening his mouth and letting out a belch that echoed off the mountain peaks.


